Letter of Comment No. 193
File Reference No. 19-20E
Date Received: 1/22/2015

January 21, 2015
Sent via email to: director@gasb.org
RE: Project No. 19-20E
Mr. David R. Bean, CPA
Director of Research and Technical Activities
Governmental Accounting Standards Board
401 Merritt 7, PO Box 5116
Norwalk, CT 06856-5116
Dear Mr. Bean:
Good Jobs First is a non-profit, non-partisan organization founded in 1998 to
promote accountability in economic development subsidies, which are dominated
by tax expenditures. With our 50-state “report card” studies, Subsidy Tracker
database of state and local subsidy awards, and more than 100 published studies,
we are the de facto arbiter of best practices in economic development transparency
and accountability safeguards. We have trained, assisted, testified before and/or
prompted responses from officials in two-thirds of the states.
We write in strong support of the GASB’s Exposure Draft on Tax Abatement
Disclosures. We also write to urge the GASB to amend several aspects of the
Exposure Draft to accurately capture the overgrown, kudzu-like landscape of the
estimated $70 billion spent annually by states and localities in the name of economic
development.1
Simply put, economic development tax abatements have grown incessantly more
pervasive, arcane and obscure, such that your proposed definition does not reflect
the times. Abatement recipients routinely benefit—at government expense—from
other people’s money: employees, consumers, tourists and now even suppliers, in
ways we believe would escape your draft definition of “tax abatement.”
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One recent deal, explained below, will grant a company almost $200 million in
refundable tax credits which could be primarily derived from the actions of other
companies—and thereby evade the GASB’s coverage under your draft definition.
One state, about which another commenter has written, allows the diversion of 25
revenue sources for the benefit of abatement recipients, but because those
diversions are not tax reductions for the beneficiary taxpayer, the draft definition
would miss them. We will discuss three kinds of economic development tax
abatements that take the form of tax diversions rather than tax reductions.
Another trend in economic development tax expenditures has been the rise of socalled “performance-based incentives.” Typically involving corporate income tax
credits (including many film production tax credits), such programs qualify a
company to claim a credit after performing an eligible activity (e.g., hiring or
investing). However, the Exposure Draft is ambiguous here: within a single
paragraph it suggests such programs would be included in the “tax abatement”
definition (because agreements need to precede the tax reduction) and that they
would be excluded (because they “resemble broad tax exemptions”). We will argue
that such programs clearly belong within your standard’s coverage: by functional
definition, prevalence and magnitude.
Abatement recipients also benefit for very long periods of time: 10, 20, 35 or even
more years, making your draft standard for the reporting of only one past year
woefully inadequate. Tax abatement commitments made by many states and
localities have profound long-term fiscal implications and deserve to be made
transparent to the same degree you have set forth on post-employment benefits of
public employees and infrastructure depreciation.
Abatements have significant inter-governmental revenue effects, as you imply in the
Exposure Draft’s requirement that government bodies report revenue they lose
passively as the result of the actions of other government bodies. We applaud that
aspect of the Draft and will discuss its value, especially for public education.
We will also argue that recipient-specific reporting, which you considered, is a vital
aspect of abatement disclosure. It is material to credit risk analysis and other uses of
CAFRs because all abatements are not equal, because abatements can induce
insufficiently supported public-sector costs, and because they can leave
communities ill-equipped to deal with plant closings and mass layoffs.
All that can be said for certain about tax abatements is that they are extremely
costly; hence the historic and enduring public benefit of your new standard.
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Tax Diversion Type #1: Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
Because the GASB’s current definition of tax abatement (at paragraphs B3 and B12)
requires that a taxpayer receive a tax reduction, TIF would apparently not be
covered. For facially, TIF usually involves an incremental tax increase—that’s the
increment used to finance redevelopment. Excluding TIF would be an enormous
oversight: It would in many jurisdictions make abatement disclosures egregiously
incomplete, omitting the single costliest abatement program. TIF exists in 49 states
plus the District of Columbia.
Even in states where TIF expenditures are limited to public infrastructure, the
primary beneficiary(ies) of those expenditures are typically one or a small number
of taxpayers whose private property values are enhanced. But in many states, TIF
revenue flows amount to a simple passage of funds from one pocket into another
pocket of the same taxpayer(s). In some states, taxpayers receive cash payments
derived from the tax increment. In some states TIF proceeds are used to pay costs
that would otherwise have been borne by a taxpayer (e.g., demolition, land
reclamation, planning).
As another measure of direct taxpayer benefit: According to a 2008 survey of state
TIF regulations by the Council of Development Finance Agencies, the following
states then allowed TIF revenues to be applied to private activity revenue bond
debt: Alabama, Alaska, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New York, Nebraska,
New Hampshire, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming.2
TIF has grown so extensive and expensive in many jurisdictions that it is clearly a
salient fiscal factor:
 As Good Jobs First documented in a 2014 study, one in ten property tax
dollars in Chicago is now diverted away from public services into TIF3, and as
the Civic Lab in Chicago has documented, one TIF district alone (the Central
Loop TIF), diverted almost $1 billion ($986,767,890) before expiring. Chicago
has more than 150 TIF districts.
 The Colony, a Dallas suburb, created a 40-year TIF district (called a Tax
Increment Reinvestment Zone, or TIRZ, in Texas) for Nebraska Furniture
Mart (a Berkshire Hathaway subsidiary) that will cost $802 million—more
than 15 times the city’s annual budget.4
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 One Tax Increment Development District (TIDD) in Albuquerque (Mesa del
Sol, Forest City Enterprises) is authorized at $500 million.5
 The costliest TIF district in U.S. history is slated to cost $1.6 billion: it is for
Cerner Corp.’s office campus in Kansas City, Missouri. The company will be
reimbursed $1.6 billion towards its construction costs from three types of
TIF: $740,097,851 from standard TIF, $288,632,659 from Super TIF and
$606,421,732 from State Supplemental TIF.6
 The costliest TIF abatement in Minnesota history is for the Mayo Clinic
complex in Rochester: a reported $455 million out of $585 million in total
subsidies.7
With the exception of California, the primary TIF trend in recent years has been
towards capturing more revenue streams. The most extreme example is New Jersey,
where Economic Redevelopment and Growth (ERG) grants are now authorized to
divert as many as 25 revenue streams (15 state and 10 local).
Tax increments do not always materialize or endure, and when they fall short (e.g.,
when a flawed project or a recession causes property values, and therefore property
tax assessments, to rise insufficiently or to fall), they can create fiscal stress for the
sponsoring locality. Although TIF bond debt is not a general obligation, when
localities suffer an “underwater TIF,” they typically find ways to avoid defaulting for
fear of being unable to issue TIF debt again at a reasonable interest rate. Consider
these examples from cities of various sizes:
 Reno Nevada’s Redevelopment Agency suffered an almost 90 percent decline
in property tax revenue between 2008 and 2012, prompting protracted
negotiations with Washtoe County, Washtoe County School District, the City
of Reno, the State of Nevada and a bond insurance company over how to
cover its debt obligations.8
 In late 2008, Kansas City faced the challenge of at least five TIF districts with
revenue shortfalls against debt service. One, the Power & Light District TIF,
was expected to cost the City $4 million in general fund or sales tax revenues.
Four more had six-figure deficits. Exacerbating the problem: the City
projected that 22 percent of its sales tax revenues in 2009 would be captured
by sales tax diversions in redevelopment projects so that a sales tax rate hike
would produce only flat general fund revenue. Within hours, more than $18
million in public improvements spending cuts were announced.9
 The Village of Lake Zurich, Illinois voted in 2007 to cover a $750,000 TIF debt
shortfall by borrowing internally from its sewer and water fund.10
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Tax Diversion Type #2: Personal Income Tax Diversions
In a 2012 study, Good Jobs First documented that 16 states have a total of 22
economic development tax expenditure programs in which a company is effectively
allowed to receive a share (in some cases a large, long-term share) of some of its
employees’ state personal income taxes (PIT). The money flows three ways:
sometimes the company never remits the PIT to the state treasury; sometimes the
company claims the diverted PIT as a credit against its corporate income tax
obligation; and sometimes the company receives the diverted PIT as a rebate or
grant. We estimated total lost state revenues then at about $700 million annually,
and sharply rising in some states.11
However, given the wording of the GASB’s Exposure Draft, these costly abatements
would apparently not qualify for disclosure, because the money originates from
employees’ tax obligations, not the abated companies’. For example, in the first and
third versions of money-flow, facially the companies’ CIT is not reduced: they simply
keep or receive other taxpayers’ remittances that otherwise would have gone to the
state treasury.
However, we believe these tax expenditures clearly meet the GASB’s definitional
intent. They are pursuant to an agreement between a government and a taxpayer.
They reduce government revenue. And they are tied to an economic development
purpose taxpayer quid pro quo: employment. Below, we suggest a wording change
in the Exposure Draft to address this problem.
Tax Diversion Type #3: Sales Tax Diversions
Although sales tax increments are in some states allowed to fund TIF, here we refer
to a different kind of tax expenditure: direct diversions of sales tax revenues from
consumers to retail companies. Some states (or localities under state-granted
authority) allow specific retail companies, pursuant to agreements, to collect but not
remit a certain share of sales taxes they collect, usually up to some agreed-upon
dollar amount. The purpose of this tax diversion is to subsidize the cost of
constructing and/or equipping the private retail facility.
These programs, which otherwise conform to the GASB’s definition of a tax
abatement (government loses revenue, pursuant to an economic development
agreement with a specific company, with the quid pro quo of construction and/or
employment), might elude the GASB’s definition again because of a technicality: the
retailers are not the actual taxpayers in this case—consumers are—and therefore
the retailers are not paying lower taxes.
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To our knowledge, economic development sales tax diversions exist in at least
Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, the District of Columbia, Georgia, Illinois, Kansas,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Washington, West Virginia and Wyoming. We are not aware of a study
summarizing them.
Summary on Tax Diversions and a Proposed Remedy
We have not discussed related diversions in which taxpayers benefit from other
people’s money in the name of economic development but are not technically
structured as TIF and are not sales or income taxes. These would include diversions
of revenue from transient occupancy taxes, vehicle rental taxes, stadium
concessions taxes and other consumer, entertainment, and tourism-related tax
revenue streams.
The latest variant, which we have dubbed a “tax credit capture zone,” is one
provision of the recent $1.3 billion tax abatement package granted to Tesla Motors
in Nevada. It entitles Tesla to $195 million in refundable tax credits for capital
investment made in a project area—but that investment need not be made by Tesla;
Tesla will gain tax credits as a result of the actions of nearby suppliers.
To address this overall definitional gap, we suggest the GASB revise its definition of
tax abatement to read:
“…one or more governmental entities forgo revenues from taxes which
the taxpayer paid but which were diverted away from their customary
government use(s) into dedicated economic development activities, or
which the taxpayer otherwise would have been obligated to pay but
was granted an exemption or reduction, or which the taxpayer otherwise
would have been obligated to remit to the government on behalf of
others, including employees, consumers, tourists or other third parties”
[new words in italics].
We also recommend that the GASB enumerate TIF and other tax diversions by name
in its final standard.
Performance-Based Incentives
This is a term used in economic development for tax-based subsidies, usually
corporate income tax credits, which a company collects after performing an eligible
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activity (e.g., hiring or investing). Such structures evolved and became more
common as governments sought to reduce their risk, because there have been so
many failed deals and clawbacks can be politically difficult to enforce.
But the GASB’s Exposure Draft proposes, in an ambiguous passage (at paragraph
B8), to exclude transactions where “the government does not commit to abate taxes
until after the taxpayer has already performed the activity for which the
government is providing the tax agreement.” The next sentence begins: “Most often,
such programs do not involve an agreement…” but then the following sentence
states: “However, even when an agreement exists, such programs more closely
resemble broad tax exemptions and deductions rather than individual tax
abatement agreements.”
This final sentence would appear to contradict other passages of the Exposure Draft
that discuss agreements as an essential element of a tax abatement. For example,
paragraphs B6 and B7 the Draft say agreements “consist of at least two
components—a promise by the government to reduce the taxpayer’s taxes and a
promise from the taxpayer to subsequently perform a certain beneficial action.” And
then that such “agreements may be in writing or may be implicitly understood
[emphasis added] by the government and the taxpayer,” and need not be legally
enforceable or include clawback provisions.
We would argue that the enactment of a tax reduction or tax diversion at the behest
of a targeted company and/or industry constitutes an explicit government promise,
whether it is an aerospace tax credit in Washington, an enterprise zone program
dominated by food processing companies in Missouri, or an electric car-battery tax
credit in Michigan. Governments often enact very large tax expenditures in such
cases, usually with some particular companies in mind, and subsequent investments
by taxpayers constitute the economic development quid pro quo. But unlike a
narrowly defined project that might involve one taxpayer locating on one specific
site pursuant to, say, a TIF district redevelopment agreement, the promise made by
taxpayers regarding a proposed enacted tax abatement may consist of testimony
and/or lobbying by a trade association, Chamber of Commerce, and/or individual
taxpayer(s).
In many performance-based tax abatement programs, there are governmenttaxpayer interactions that also would appear to constitute an agreement:
applications, certifications, competitions, allocations, designations and other
dealings that align the two parties around a tax-based transaction.
We disagree with the GASB’s concluding sentence that “even when an agreement
exists, such programs more closely resemble broad tax exemptions and deductions
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rather than individual tax abatement agreements.” We fail to see how the timing of
when a recipient company receives its tax reduction should affect whether the
transaction meets the GASB’s definition of an abatement. Indeed, at paragraph B10,
the GASB even acknowledges that income and sales tax-based abatements are
necessarily delayed (by the future occurrence of profits and sales). We agree that
the standard “should focus on the substance of the transactions rather than on their
form or label.”
This is no small matter: in Good jobs First’s most recent analysis of enforcement
mechanisms and oversight practices in major state economic development
programs12, we determined that 41 of the 238 programs examined are structured as
performance-based, including numerous enterprise zone, research and
development, capital investment, workforce training, and film and media tax credit
programs (including the nation’s costliest film production tax credit, in New York
State, costing more than $400 million annually).
Tragically, if the GASB were to exclude such programs, the new standard would not
only fail to cover many major economic development tax expenditures: it would also
create a perverse incentive for governments to hide spending by merely altering a
program’s rules.
The Need for Future-Year Disclosures
We hope that the above-cited evidence of costly long-term tax expenditures in tax
increment financing, income tax diversions, sales tax diversions, and performancebased incentives underscores the need for future-year accounting of economic
development tax abatements. Here we offer additional support.
It is often observed that elected officials are prone to overspending on tax
abatement deals because it is easy to pass the buck (or in this case, the bill): the bulk
of revenues they agree to forego will become the problem of successive leaders. If
the GASB amends its tax abatement standard to provide for future-year accounting,
it will help incumbent officeholders to be held more accountable for the long-term
fiscal implications of their actions.
Future abatement costs are usually known or at least projected. They are found in
development agreements (with, e.g., property tax phase-in schedules, tax diversion
caps, and/or tax credit agreements), in fiscal notes and in statutory deal and/or
program authorizations. We understand that projects do not always unfold on their
originally slated schedules and that market conditions can affect outcomes, but
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governments schedule other future costs and there is no logical reason for economic
development tax abatements to be carried blindly.
The need for future-year disclosure has become demonstrably more acute since the
Great Recession. It is little known, but the annual number of deals for which states
and cities could compete crashed severely (by more than two thirds) before the
Great Recession. It then dipped further in the recession, and through 2013 had still
not recovered to half the levels of the late 1990s.13 If “supply” is depressed and
“demand” is elevated (in the form of anxious public officials), the result has been a
spike in the bargaining power of companies with the ability to allocate large amount
of capital.
Hence we have witnessed a doubling since 2008 in the average annual number and
cost of high eight-, nine- and ten-figure “megadeals,” with all-time cost records
(typically involving long-term abatements) set in 2013 and 2014. For those
megadeals with calculable cost-per-job figures, over their history since the late
1970s we found an average cost of $456,000 per job.14 We believe that no state
and/or locality can break even at such a level of tax abatement.
Intergovernmental Effects and Harm to Public Education
We applaud the Exposure Draft’s call for government bodies to disclose abatementrelated revenue losses caused by different bodies of government.
We have never found a history written of how school boards came to be such stepchildren in tax abatement decision-making, but in a 2003 study we performed for
the National Education Association15, we found that in all but a handful of states,
school boards have no real say when city councils or county boards grant property
tax abatements or create TIF districts that divert revenue from public services.
When this happens, schools are typically the biggest revenue losers. Of course,
school finance is complex and states play a larger role now in equalizing funding
than in past decades, but when the Great Recession forced many states to reduce
school aid funding, the revenue harm of abatements became more salient.
So for these reasons we welcome the Exposure Draft’s language on passive revenue
reporting. However, we disagree with your call for school boards (and other public
bodies) to report only one aggregate revenue-loss number. Such losses can be
caused by multiple kinds of tax abatements: property tax abatements, tax increment
financing zones, enterprise zones, and/or sales tax diversions. And they can be
caused by abatements granted by different levels of government: city, county,
township, redevelopment agency, etc.
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Therefore we recommend that the Exposure Draft be amended to call for annual
accounting of revenue lost to each tax abatement program by each abating
government.
We should add that, given the scale of some individual tax abatements, these
revenue interactions effects have come to create far-reaching effects. For example,
in Oregon, property tax abatements granted to Intel by Hillsboro and Washington
County over 20 years had by early 2014 cost public services $766 million, about
$304 million of which would have gone to local schools. Every other school district
in the state helped make up that loss, with Hillsboro County local property taxes
covering only 36 percent of school costs in the 2011-2012 school year.16 Such cases
are strong evidence for recipient-specific reporting, future-year accounting and
disaggregated reporting by program and abating government.
The Need for Recipient-Specific Reporting
Recipient-specific reporting, which the GASB considered as it debated the Exposure
Draft, is a vital aspect of abatement disclosure. It is material to credit risk analysis,
policymaker governance, collective bargaining and other uses of CAFRs because all
abatements are not equal. Those granted to high-impact activities that are deeply
imbedded in a region’s value-added infrastructure (e.g., Pittsburgh’s green building
materials cluster) are far safer than, for example, North Carolina’s hasty one-day
enactment of the state’s costliest abatement deal, for Dell’s “screw-driver shop”
assembling foreign-made components in Winston-Salem that closed five years later.
Recipient-specific abatement disclosure is material when a large abatement deal
induces insufficiently supported public-sector costs (e.g., Intel’s abated arrival in Rio
Rancho, New Mexico or Tesla’s anticipated abated arrival in Storey County, Nevada).
It is material when large abatements granted to companies leave communities
financially ill-equipped to deal with plant closings and mass layoffs (e.g., General
Motors in Ypsilanti Township, Michigan and other Midwestern localities prior to its
bankruptcy). Recipient-specific disclosure is necessary for risk analysis when an
ailing company seeks a very large abatement that will entitle it to actually lay off
large numbers of employees (e.g., Sears Holding Corp.’s abatement from Illinois
worth up to $275 million under which the company may lay off more than 1,000
workers).
Recipient-specific abatement disclosure is neither burdensome nor unfamiliar to
state and local governments. As we established in our most recent survey of state
economic development online transparency practices, 47 states plus the District of
Columbia now have some degree of online recipient-specific disclosure17 (it has
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been 16 years since Ohio pioneered online disclosure). And our first analysis of
large cities and counties found that a third of them already post online disclosure.
Just because jurisdiction has not posted such data online is not an indication that it
lacks such records. Consistent with a reasonable person’s expectations that any
competent economic development agency would keep a database of its abatement
expenditures, in our extensive history of filing Freedom of Information Act requests
for such data, dating back to our first study’s FOIA in 1998, we have yet to be told by
an agency that it lacked such records.
However, even though online disclosure has become ubiquitous, there is still an
enormous amount of variation in the amount of data made available from program
to program within and among states.
At the very least, if the GASB cannot agree on the reporting of all abatement
recipients, it should consider requiring that all abatements above a certain dollar
value and/or share of program cost (e.g., two percent) be reported by name.
Presentation of Data
Because CAFRs are long, complicated documents, it is important that the new
reporting on tax abatements be presented in a way that makes it easy for the user to
find. We suggest that reporting entities be required to use a standardized table that
stands out from the text and makes it easier to compare totals among jurisdictions.
This approach would follow the model of the executive compensation summary
table the Securities and Exchange Commission requires publicly traded companies
to include in their annual proxy statements.18
We also suggest that the GASB incorporate these summary tables into its XBRL
electronic financial reporting plans.
Conclusion
We hope our comments help the GASB to improve the Exposure Draft to better
reflect the current state of affairs in economic development tax abatements. If the
new standard captures abatements as outlined here, it will empower policymakers
to make wiser decisions, taxpayers and investors to see spending more clearly, and
scholars to generate a beneficial new body of analysis.
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We hope that the balance of your deliberations proceeds productively and would be
glad to answer any follow-up questions.
Sincerely,

Greg LeRoy
Executive Director
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